
Retro basketball shoes new students, two
Yohji Yamamoto x adidas joint new works
are now on the stag - News Reports Release

recently, Japanese designer Yamamoto Teruji (Yohji Yamamoto) teamed up with Adidas to bring two new shoes, "YY STRAP BBALL
HIGH" and "YY STRAP BBALL MID"". The two shoes design inspiration from the Kobe era in Adidas basketball shoes Top Ten
2000 and Adidas CRAZY 8, I do not know whether to retire the tribute to Peter pan. The two sides used high-quality suede to re
create shoes, in retaining the original classic contours, while bringing a sense of avant-garde. Buckle Yohji Yamamoto embroidery
shoes also highlights the joint identity. It is reported that "YY STRAP BBALL HIGH" and "YY STRAP BBALL MID" today took the lead
in Japan area shelves. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home! 

it's one of the most attractive Hairstyles for girls! 

can do so much for the team to take part in the marathon? Zhou Bichang? 

jerseys collocation! Sexy and unassuming 
you may have overlooked 

- - - - - - - - - - to the tide recommended - - - - - - - - - - 

Nike Benassi Print Slide black and red flowers 

Reebok LX8500 retro running shoes 

, from "Big Apple" to "charm capital", Air Jordan 10, new color design, "Rio", Nike, Zoom, Kobe, Icon, new color design, "Hyper
Cobalt" 

commented on 
: "from Big Apple" to "charm capital", Air Jordan 10 new color design "Rio" next: Nike, Zoom, Kobe, Icon, new color design, "Hyper
Cobalt" 

followed COMME des GAR, ONS co branded, and the Air Max Day debut, "Triple Black", the Nike big heat innovation Air V>



by the brand R.NEWBOLD and brand Etnies skateboard shoes cooperation Paul Smith in charge of the launch series, including full
sun eye pattern and sneaker sandals, R.NEWBOLD flagship store sold exclusively in japan. 

limited color weaving; Adidas Consortium Campus Vintage; super cooperation; NumberNine x Vans; Old Skool 

comments on 
: Adidas Consortium Campus Vintage next article: Super cooperation, NumberNine, x, Vans, Old, Skool 

can see the launch of NIKE ace shoes, rather than what hybrid (hybrid) version or joint version, it is a cheerful. As shown in the figure,
this pair of Nike Blazer High Gao Gang is one of the new autumn series which Nike is about to release in 2009. This pair of shoes for
the whole war brown leather uppers with black background. In the red shoelaces, yellow tongue tag, and NIKE woven pattern is
etched on the yellow "NIKE" on the label and set foot, the whole shoe is more shiny, The brightness dazzles the eyes. The shoes will
be listed in November this year, replica shoes so simple, in any case your wardrobe should be put on a pair of. Source: Battle shoes
Wang 

Nike is the most classic shoes black Blazer new color Nike 09 quality Dunk Hi May 

Nike: a comment on the most classic shoes black Blazer new color a May Nike 09 quality Dunk Hi
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